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MPR Location System

Arcus is Visibility

The MPR location system is based on last known location being captured by all detection devices to consolidate 
chronologically the movement of items of interest to the organization.  All RFID equipment or systems can present 
themselves as detection devices to the MPR system using a simple API. No amount of data points can be too much 
for the MPR. The consolidated data can then represented visually on an overlay of the facility for easy understanding. 
The data can be mined for statistical reporting. This information assists the user by narrowing down the search space 
to enable location of misplaced items quickly. The user can then also use a UHF handheld unit to further speed up the 
location of the items.

MPR is very useful for items that move a lot and by many different people at different times. For example, tools and 
equipment in a factory or laboratory, documents moving within a large office building, library materials in a library, and 
wheel chairs moving in hospital, etc.

  Key features of integrated MPR are:

• Detection device (RDU) is sized to comfortably fit 
any environment

• Simple interface for detection devices (RDU)
• Central monitoring of all connected devices

• Wide coverage of detection space
• Provide full chronological trace of item since it was 

originally tagged
• Trace items transacted by third party systems

Implementation

The fixed detection device is known as RFID Detection Unit (RDU). It is a fully integrated IoT device where all it needs 
to work with MPR is a communication channel (ethernet or wifi) and a power source.

In the case of library, the following service points can be the reporting units: book-drop, self-check terminals, inventory 
unit or robot, RFID reader at front desk, security portal at entrances etc.

In the case of factory or lab, the following service points can be the reporting units: terminal that transacts the item, 
fixed detection devices near the ceiling, above entrance/exit, on the wall or pillars, etc.

Case of implementation in a library


